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Supplies Needed: 

Basic Black ink 
Night of Navy cardstock (base) 
Basic White cardstock 
Shimmer vellum 
Bright & Beautiful designer series paper 
Zoo Crew designer series paper 
Pansy Petals stamps 

Nested Essentials dies 
All That dies 
Adhesive-backed sequins 
Glitter ribbon 
Double-sided tear-off tape 
Dimensionals 
Adhesives 

 

General Measurements: 

Card base 8 ½” x 11” Night of Navy cardstock 
cut diagonally at 3” 

Bright & Beautiful DSP 4” x 5 ¼” back panel when folded 
2 ¾” x 3 ½” front panel when folded 
3 ½” x 4 ¼” middle panel when folded 

Sentiment panel 3 ½” x 4 ¼” Basic White cardstock 



Bright & Beautiful Diagonal Z Fold Card Tutorial—2 

Directions: 

1. Cut 8 ½” x 11” Night of Navy cardstock in half on the diagonal.  With the paper on the long 
edge, make a light pencil mark at 3” on the left edge and 5 ½” on the right edge.  Cut diagonally 
between the two pencil marks.  You now have two identical card bases.  Set one aside. 

2. With the paper on the long edge and the narrowest end of the card base on the left, score at 
3” and 6 ¾”.  Fold so that it makes a Z shape. 

3. Select sheets of Bright & Beautiful DSP.  Cut 4” x 5 ¼” DSP for the back panel.  Cut 3 ½” x 4 
¼” DSP for the middle panel when folded.  Cut 2 ¾” x 3 ½” DSP for the front panel. 

4. Cut Basic White cardstock 3 ½” x 4 ¼”. 
5. To cut the appropriate angle for each piece, place the cardstock piece face up on the panel to 

which you intend to adhere it.   
6. Slide the panel up approximately 1/8” higher than you will adhere it and trace the top angle 

with a pencil on the back of the DSP.   
7. Next, cut on your pencil mark.  Each piece should now have a perfect border around each 

side and the appropriate angle at the top.   
8. Adhere DSP to the appropriate panel. 
9. Stamp your inside sentiment on the white cardstock after cutting the top angle and then adhere 

to the inside center panel. 
10. Place double-sided tear-off tape on the back panel approximately ½” from the bottom.  Adhere 

glitter ribbon to the tape. 
11. Diecut a scalloped circle from glimmer vellum using the All That die. 
12. Diecut a banner from your selected DSP using the Nested Essentials die.  Stamp your chosen 

sentiment closest to the V of the banner. 
13. Adhere the banner to the bottom of the scalloped circle on the left side.  Add dimensionals to 

the bottom of both.  Set aside. 
14. Select your favorite character from the Zoo Crew designer series paper (DSP).  Cut around 

the character.  Color the scooter with Wink of Stella, if desired.  Add dimensionals and adhere 
to the scalloped circle. 

15. Adhere the entire sentiment panel to the outside flap. 
16. Place double-sided tear-off tape at the bottom of the front panel approximately ½” from the 

bottom.  When the card is closed, the tape should line up with the ribbon on the back panel.  
Adhere the glitter ribbon to the tape. 

17. Repeat this process for the middle flap so that there appears to be a solid line of glitter ribbon 
at the bottom of the card when closed. 

18. Embellish with sequins as desired. 

 


